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Gregory-Aland 2013 
(National Library of Greece, Athens: 138) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description:  
GA Number: 2013 
Contents: pPK†: 2K–1Th 
Date: XII (No exact date) 
Material: parchment 
Leaves: 109 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 21 
Dimensions: 18.5 H x 14 W 
Shelf Number: 138 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions 
 
CSNTM description: 
GA Number: 

     

 
Contents: pPK†: 2 Cor–1 Thess1 
Date: XII (No exact date) 
Material: parchment 
Leaves: 109 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 21 
Dimensions: 13.8–14.3 W x 18.3–18.7 H x 2.7–2.8 D  
Shelf Number: 138 [previous SN was 13 (listed on front cover b), perhaps also 2531 

(listed on 1a)] 
 
Images: 
Text (218) + Additional matter (6) + Spine & Color Chart (7) + UV (6) = 237 total 
images 

Foliation corrections: paginated and foliated. We will follow the foliated numbering 
system. It is correct throughout. 

 
Quires: 

1.1–8, 2[κα2].9–15 [short quire], 3.16–24 [long quire], 4[κγ].25–32, 5[κδ].33–38 
[SQ], 6[κς].39–46, 7[κζ].47–53 [SQ], 8[κη].54–61, 9[κθ].62–69, 10[λα3].70–75, 

                                                
1 The quires in the MS have been reshuffled when it was rebound in modern times.  
2 The first quire of this codex is actually quire 20—except that quire 19 [ιθ] starts on f. 76. 

Assuming an 8-leaf quire, it can be determined that this MS originally contained all of Paul and no more. It 
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11[ιθ4].76–80 [SQ], 12[λβ].81–88, 13[λγ].89–95, 14[λδ].96–101 [SQ], 
15[λε].102–109. 
 

Additional matter: 6 images  
Front cover: 1 additional leaf + cover b = 3 images 
Back cover: 1 additional leaf + cover a = 3 images 
 

Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 7 images (color chart on 4a) 
 
Text: 109 leaves (218 images) 
 
UV (MS pages, not ours): 1a, 2b, 3a, 4b, 5a, 76a 
 

Specific Details:  
Cardboard covers with leather spine. Inside front cover b: Αρ. 13. [former shelf number?] 
 
Even though this is a constant witness cited by NA27, Elliott’s Bibliography of New 
Testament Manuscripts lists only “Staub, Pauluskommentare, x” as giving any discussion 
of it. 
 
Several leaves are completely loose, having separated from the binding.  
 
Text with commentary; one of the constant witnesses in NA27. Biblical text marked out 
by carats. Gal 1.6 is the first text commented on, on 2a. 
 
1a–32a: Gal 1.6ff. with commentary 
32b: presumably a much later hand; text not yet identified. 
33a–68b: Ephesians 
69a–75b: Philippians 
76a: 76ff. have been rebound in the MS in the wrong place, since this is 2 Cor 8.13. The 

leaf also is significantly dirtier than what surrounds it, suggesting that it had been in 
the front of the book for a long time before the MS was rebound.  

76a–80a: 2 Cor 8.13–end 
80ab: Gal 1.1–5 
81a: This is the first leaf of quire λβ, which puts it back in Philippians. 
81a–87b: Philippians 
88a–106a: Colossians 
106b–109b: 1 Thess 
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takes an average of 4 leaves to cover a chapter. The first 18 quires are missing; these would have covered c. 
36 chapters. This works out to all of Romans, all of 1 Corinthians, and the first few chapters of 
2 Corinthians. Presumably the commentary would not be as extensive for all chapters, so it is evident that 
this MS had Romans and 1 Corinthians in it. It cannot be determined what, if anything, came after the 
Thessalonian correspondence. 

3 Where did λ [quire 30] go? 
4 These leaves belong at the beginning of the codex. The text is 2 Cor 8.13ff.! 


